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By Holly Lisle
SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL (Devil’s Point Book 1) Nurse Dayne
Kuttner puts her soul on the line to bargain with God for
amnesty for Hell’s damned. But when God not only listens, but
takes the deal she offers literally, her world turns upsidedown.
Plagued by pushy reporters, devilish doctors, desperate
colleagues, bewildered friends, an imp named Earwax, and
pursued by the Netherworld’s hottest guy, Dayne stands her
ground…and pushes Heaven itself for an accounting of how love
and Hell can coexist.
THE DEVIL AND DAN COOLEY (Devil’s Point Book 2) Remember Which
Road Is Paved With Good Intentions?
Hell’s cloven hooves have landed in North Carolina in a big
way. Jobs are leaving, people are fleeing, and more than
50,000 Hellraised are…well…raising Hell.
But DJ Dan Cooley has an inspired idea—reform Hell’s minions,
one devil at a time, starting with Devil Second Class Puck,
who is unemployed from Hell’s bureaucracy, homeless, unwashed,
and wretched. Dan figures if he can get Puck a job, give him a
makeover, and help him to meet a better class of people, the
devil might just have a change of heart, with the hope that
the rest of Hell might follow Puck’s example.
It’s The American Way. It’s The Right Thing to Do.
It also might be just plain crazy—and as the devil, the state,
Dan’s girlfriends, and Dan himself all leap from the frying
pan into the fire, the only sure thing is that somebody’s
going to get burned.
HELL ON HIGH (Devil’s Point Book 3) In North Carolina, It’s

Just One Damned Thing After Another
Three years after Hell sets up an outpost in North Carolina,
engineer Jack Halloran doesn’t find it unusual that the devilplagued state is where he gets to work at his dream job,
building a real space drive. Living in North Carolina has its
own peculiar challenges, but the company he works for is
great, the project is challenging, and his boss is almost too
good to be true.
For Rheabeth Samuels, running a company that could give
humanity the stars is the best work she’s done in a long time.
And her chief engineer has started to become more that just a
prized employee.
But plagued by gargoyles, gremlins, unreliable funding, and a
devilish P.I. hired by Hell’s worst clients, Jack and Rhea are
racing for the heavens against a ticking clock…and they can
only hope to touch the stars if they reach for them together.
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